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Chapter 4

Experimental Study of Prejudice and Bolstering
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To build upon and extend previous person-memory research, our proposed design included two
fundamental changes to the traditional designs applied in this area.  First, our design avoided the typical
social (i.e., friendly/honest/likable) evaluative dimension — and instead focused on a more perfor-
mance-related evaluation (i.e., academic potential:  a mix of demonstrated ability, manifest conscien-
tiousness, and perceived work-related motivation).  Secondly, we measured an individual attribute we
call prejudicial expectation — and we assessed its effects in lieu of assessing the effects of an experi-
menter-provided artificial expectancy (the traditional or prevalent approach in this type of design).

HYPOTHESES

The hypotheses which follow are logical extensions of arguments presented in the previous
section.  In general, we expected that bolstering of expectancy-supporting sentences would occur when
subjects were given an extended period to reflect on presented information.  We also expected that our
measure of racial prejudice (as an individual attribute) would predict the consciously-controlled use of
these bolstering opportunities.   We likewise expected that racial prejudice would predict how quickly a
negative impression was formed of a fictitious Black target — and we expected such to be apparent via
differences in inter-recall response times and recall proportions (compared across sentence types).
Our design, by and large, was also looking to provide support for one additional presumption:  as
cognitive processes (supporting person-memory tasks) approach automaticity, they may become less
influenced by consciously-held attitudes (relevant to the person-memory target) — and, instead, may
become subject to greater influence by familiarity for relevant cultural stereotypes (e.g., Devine, 1989).
Specific hypotheses follow.  Figures are included to aid in their interpretation.

Hypothesis 1:  When stimulus information is presented quickly, subjects will sense that they do
not have sufficient time to perform both inconsistency resolution and bolstering of pre-formed impres-
sions, so they will opt (rather automatically or habitually) for inconsistency resolution.  As an impression
of the target forms, ever greater attention/concentration will be directed towards inconsistent sentences
— increasing their probability of recall relative to consistent or irrelevant sentences (in the later blocks of
sentences).   An example of this type of recall pattern is presented in Figure 6.   This sort of pattern
should follow from using subjects with no prior expectancies concerning the target.

Hypothesis 2:   High racial prejudice (PE) scorers will form a negative impression of the target
(in the Black target condition) faster than low racial prejudice (PE) scorers.  Evidence of inconsistency
resolution will be manifested in their sentence-type recall proportions for earlier blocks of sentences
relative to low racism scorers (again when information is presented quickly — leaving no time to bol-
ster).  An example of this type of recall pattern is presented in Figure 7.  It should be compared to
Figure 6 mentioned above.
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Figure 6.  Srull Expectancy Emergence Chart Predicted for Fast Cell/No Expectancy

Hypothesis 3:   Related to Hypothesis 1, inconsistency resolution is expected to result in direct
inter-item links between consistent and inconsistent items, but probably not between any two consistent
items nor between any two irrelevant items nor between irrelevant items and any others.  Therefore,
average inter-recall response times will be quicker  between  recollections of two inconsistent sen-
tences (or a consistent and inconsistent sentence) than between two consistent sentences or between
any sentences where at least one is irrelevant.  Low racism scorers should not have formed an impres-
sion of the Black target in the first three blocks (i.e., the first 21 sentences), so evidence (in their data) of
direct inter-item links between inconsistent sentences should be no greater than the equivalent data from
similar  subjects in the White target condition.   However, inter-recall response times (associated with
the early blocks of sentences) should indicate that high racism scorers have formed a negative impres-
sion of the Black target (possibly immediately), and this evidence should be absent for high racism
scorers in the White target condition.

Hypothesis 4:  When stimulus information is presented slowly, participants should sense that
there is adequate time to re-consider accruing evidence both supporting and disconfirming
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Figure 7.  Srull Expectancy Emergence Chart Predicted for Fast Cell/High PE Scorers

their impression of the ratee.  Participants are likely to use this time to bolster their pre-existing
beliefs.  Since these bolstering opportunities are more likely subject to intentional, conscious
control, high racism scorers will manifest greater recall of stereotype-consistent sentences and low
racism scorers will manifest greater recall of stereotype-inconsistent sentences.  These effects are likely
to override the manifestations of inconsistency resolution evident in the non-bolstering (quick or fast-
stimulus presentation) condition.

Hypothesis 5:  Our subjects’ apparent racial prejudice should not predict their recall patterns
when the person-memory target is of the same race as our subjects.  Given that only White/Caucasian
participant data is being collected in this design, characteristics of recall behavior tied to the pre-experi-
mental existence of a negative racial stereotype should not be evident when the person-memory target is
White.
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Figure 8.  Expected outcomes in terms of inter-response recall intervals (DV defined below).
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Figure 9.  Expected outcome in terms of recall probabilities (DV defined below).

METHODOLOGY

Subjects:  139138 White/Caucasian undergraduates participating anonymously for extra credit
in various psychology, sociology or human resource management classes.  Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of three treatment combinations.  Data from volunteer minority subjects was collected
— but it was not analyzed as part of this design.
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Measures (attribute, covariate and dependent variables):  In this post-ANCOVA attribute-
treatment interaction (ATI) design, two types of anonymous measures were collected — a paper/pencil
survey (including two attribute measures) followed by a computer-based sentence recall test — tied
together by a single-use participant identification code (for anonymity).

Paper/pencil scale (attribute/covariate) measures:  The set of items — selected in
Phase I above — measuring Prejudicial Expectation (PE) embedded in a survey with Paulhus’ (1991)
Impression Management and Self-Deception Scales, Altemeyer’s (1981) Authoritarianism Scale and a
shortened form of the NEO-PI (Costa and McCrae, 1985) for deception — along with Cacciopo and
Petty’s (1982) Need for Cognition (nCog) Scale.  PE was the attribute in this post-ANCOVA ATI
design — nCog was the candidate covariate.

Computer-based sentence recall test:  The measures collected in this section included
number, order and type of sentences recalled and the inter-recall response times between the sentence
(or sentence gist) recollections.  These measures were used to construct two dependent variables:
Congruency Recall Advantage (CRA) and Schema-Quickening Estimate (SQE).   CRA equals the
proportion of stereotype-congruent items recalled divided by the proportions recalled of all presented
items.  This dependent variable was further defined by the subset of blocks (of sentences — see below)
used in its calculation.  SQE  likewise equals a ratio.  Its numerator equals the average time interval
between recollections of incongruent and congruent items (in either order) or pairs of incongruencies.
Its denominator equals the average time interval between all recollections.  Like CRA, this dependent
variable was further delimited by the blocks of sentences used in its calculation.  With both of these
dependent variables, earlier blocks of sentences (see below) were expected to be of more interest.
Ratios were used to help control for individual differences in recall ability and information-processing
speed.  In other words, variations in these attributes (of our subjects) were expected to affect both the
numerator and denominator similarly, but our manipulations (as well as racial prejudice) were designed
have more selective effects.

With respect to both of these dependent variables, circumstances favoring the efficient recall of
incongruencies (more than they favor congruencies) should decrease their value.  As described in the
background section of this proposal, some manipulations can improve the recall of both types of sen-
tences or items simultaneously — but, typically, one type is logically affected more than the other.
Additionally, some processes (e.g., bolstering), when facilitated, may affect recall probabilities without
significantly affecting inter-recall response intervals.  In other words, we used both a DV derived from
recall probabilities and a DV derived from time intervals, precisely because they were not expected to
respond identically to like manipulations.  Our hope was that the use of these two DVs in combination
would reveal more explicitly the relation between prejudicial expectancies and person-memory pro-
cesses (in a work-related assessment context).

Manipulations (independent variables):  56 sentences were presented in eight blocks (see
Appendix 2).  These sentences described the activities of one person-memory target (i.e., ratee).  The
sentence types were:  stereotype consistent, stereotype inconsistent, and stereotype irrelevant/neutral.
The length of each sentence varied, but averaged over sentence type they had roughly the same number
of syllables (consistent:  mean = 24.7, SD = 6.1; inconsistent:  mean = 25.3, SD = 7.2; neutral/
irrelevant:  mean = 22.7, SD = 7.2).  The category associated with each sentence (consistent,
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inconsistent, etc.)  was verified by an independent rating performed by 31 undergraduate volunteers.
They filled out a rating sheet (see Appendix 2) where they were asked to assess (using a scale of -5 to
+5) the extent to which each of 77 candidate sentences conveyed academic potential for advanced
collegiate study.  In other words, these raters were asked to assign a +5 rating to sentences describing
positive/constructive behavior indicative of high academic potential.  Conversely, they were asked to
assign a -5 to sentences describing negative or academically counter-productive behavior.  Intermediate
numbers were used by these undergraduates to rate sentences between these extremes.  We arrived at
the final 56 sentences needed for the experiment by eliminating 21 sentences.  Seventeen of these
eliminations were sentences rated as vaguely (or moderately) negative or positive (as opposed to clearly
positive, negative, or neutral).  The other four eliminations were sentences classified by the raters into a
category other than that intended by the sentences’  author.

Fifty-six sentences survived the above rating process to be applied to our 79 (successful)
experimental subjects.  The fifty-six sentences were essentially the same under all conditions (their order
was randomized by blocks), but the announced (i.e., presented) racial identity of the ratee (i.e., person-
memory target) was given as Black for subjects in the first two cells, and White for subjects in the third
cell (see Figure 10 below).  Within the Black-target condition, half of the participants saw each sentence
for thirteen seconds (the slow stimulus presentation condition) and the other half were given nine
seconds per sentence (the fast stimulus presentation condition).

Black Target White Target
________________________________________________
| |
| | |
| | |

13 seconds | | |
| | |
| n = 29 | n = 21 |
|______________________________________________ _ |
| |
| |
| |

9 seconds | |
| |
| n = 29 |
|_______________________  |

Figure 10.  Experimental condition combinations.

Procedure:  Subjects were assigned an anonymous participation code and then administered the
183-item survey described above.  After completing the survey, they began the computer-based
sentence recall test.  For deception, this computer-based test was presented as an impression forma-
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tion/performance appraisal task.  The subjects were told that they would be reading a list of log entries
describing the routine activities of a sophomore undergrad (Jermaine Washington in the Black condi-
tion and Carl Mueller in the White condition) participating in a special scholarship program for Resi-
dence Hall Advisors from disadvantaged backgrounds.  The subjects then read that this special aca-
demic scholarship pays all tuition, fees, books, dormitory and meal ticket expenses plus $150 cash
stipend per month.  Because of its generous benefits, this scholarship requires an annual assessment of
each recipient’s dedication to academic study and an appraisal of their academic potential for more
advanced studies.  Additionally, the subjects were told that in order  “to facilitate the assessment of
these special students, the sponsoring university foundation required that each recipient’s supervisor
maintain a log for weekly entries describing observed behaviors.”  The subjects were then told that
these routine log entries had been written by fellow Residence Hall Advisors or Dormitory Managers
and Custodians, as well as Assistant and Senior Building Managers.  They were also told that many of
the entries were based on inputs or responses from students (dorm residents) served by this particular
scholarship recipient.

In the computer-based portion of this study, the subject’s task was to read the routine log
entries to form an impression of the student (i.e., target) and then to complete a brief appraisal form.
Subjects were told that the appraisal form would be used as the basis for recommending whether or not
Jermaine/Carl would be offered this same scholarship for another year of study.  Subjects were told
that the appraisal form they would be asked to fill out deals almost entirely with questions about
Jermaine/Carl’s academic potential.  They were also told that a team of experts in assessing academic
potential had already read these log entries and made their own expert appraisal.  Each subject’s
appraisal of Jermaine/Carl would (supposedly) be compared to theirs and the closest matches in each
lab session (7-18 participants) would be awarded points towards gift certificates (worth $ 4.00 and $
2.00) at a local eatery.

The subjects were then shown (for 12 seconds) a text screen of routine biodata for the ratee
(name, race, gender, date of birth, place of birth, marital status, permanent home address, etc.).
All of this information was identical under all experimental conditions except for name and race
(i.e., two cells of subjects saw  “Jermaine Washington, Black male”  while the other cell saw  “Carl
Mueller, White male”).

All subjects were then presented with eight blocks of seven sentences (i.e., log entries) each
containing three stereotype-consistent (low academic potential) sentences, two stereotype-inconsistent
(high academic potential) sentences and two stereotype-irrelevant sentences.  The presentation times for
these sentences were manipulated as described in Figure 10 above.

After alll subjects had seen these 56 log entries, they were told that  “judgments are sometimes
more reliable when the information has had time to settle”  (Wyer, et al, p. 15) and based on this pre-
tense, they were asked to perform a four-minute distractor task.  They were asked to type on the
computer as many U. S. states and state capitals as they could remember.  They were told that their
performance on this task was also part of the competition for the gift certificates.  In reality, this and the
raw number of recollections would be the sole determinants of which students in each lab session
received gift certificates (since the other aspects of their recall and judgment performance could not be
assessed in real-time).
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After the four minute distractor task, the subjects were given a surprise recall task and likewise
told it was part of the competition for the gift certificates.  They were told to type on the computer
screen all of the log entries they could remember (at least the behaviors described, if not the actual
wording) — with specific instructions to  “list the thoughts that come to you in the order they come to
mind” (Wyer, et al, p. 16).  The latter emphasis on order was an attempt to minimize  “any implicit
demands to focus on consistent behaviors rather than inconsistent ones” (p. 16).  After the surprise
recall task, we gave our subjects four minutes to fill out a brief on-screen appraisal or rating form
regarding Carl/Jermaine’s academic potential.  As mentioned, subjects were randomly assigned to one
of our three treatment combinations.  Our classroom-laboratory housed twenty-four computer worksta-
tions — so computers were configured in groups of eight for our treatment combinations.  Students
were able to select their own seating position from the unoccupied workstations.  In the beginning of
each day’s sessions, we rotated the assignment of conditions to computers (in case relevant individual
differences favored sitting in a particular corner of a classroom).

DATA ANALYSIS

Data Sets.  The responses for the eleven prejudicial expectation items and the sixteen nCog
items (both from the survey) were recorded along side each subject’s confidential ID code (which,
again, was never associated with their name or SSN).  The output produced by the software (used for
the recall test) produced a separate print-out of data for each subject (see Appendix 3).  These pages
included a transcription of the sentences or phrases typed by the subject during the recall test, as well as
the particular random order (of sentence blocks) the subject received (e.g., 3 4 7 5 2 1 8 6), and, of
course, the subject’s confidential ID code.  Each subject’s PE and nCog score was also annotated on
their data sheets.  Also included were transcriptions of their typed inputs from the distractor task —
along with the total number of recognizable correctly-spelled words from these tasks (for the gift
certificate contest).

On the data sheets, each transcription of a sentence or phrase was followed by the time (in
milliseconds) that elapsed between this recollection and the next item recalled.  This time interval was
computed automatically by the software based on the computer’s clock.  The interval was measured
from the time of the last letter typed for one sentence subtracted from the time of the first letter typed in
the next sentence.  Our instructions required that the subjects hit the keyboard’s Enter key (a.k.a.,
carriage-return key) between entries — hopefully, a natural action already.  Our time interval, thus
defined, circumscribed the  “end-of-sentence”  punctuation (if any) and the mandatory carriage-return.
This is because some subjects may be cognitively disengaged from the latest recollection (and on to the
next recollection) before they bother to physically finish-off one sentence and move-on to a subsequent
one.  Though the interval we’ve chosen to measure may not be of neuro-cognitive value, we believe it
adequate as a standardized procedure for comparing these intervals across conditions.

These sentence transcriptions were coded using the gist criterion traditionally applied in person-
memory research (e.g., Srull, 1981; Wyer & Gordon, 1982; Wyer, et al, 1987).  Specifically, responses
were scored as a match if they described the behavior conveyed by the original sentence — regardless
of wording.  Since earlier  “studies (e.g., Srull, 1981; Wyer & Gordon, 1982) have invariably shown
very high interjudge reliability in scoring such behaviors, only a single judge....who is blind to experimen-
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tal conditions” (p. 17, Wyer, et al, 1987) is required for this coding.  Each sentence or phrase appearing
in the output was annotated by type (consistent, inconsistent, etc.) and block membership.  Using the
block presentation sequence reported beside the ID number on each data sheet (see above), the block
membership number was converted to a presentation position (3rd block seen, 5th block seen, etc.).
This allowed our analysis to include evaluation of changing information-processing strategies over time.
In other words, we were thus able to analyze the way high prejudice scorers differed from low preju-
dice scorers in their processing of early sentence presentations.

Analysis.  Since the number (i.e., frequency) of each type of sentence (consistent, inconsistent,
etc.) was known for each block, the data described above was used to produce the sort of data plots
shown in Figures 6 through 9 above.   For an initial overview of the effects of our conditions or IVs, a
separate plot (like Figure 7) was produced aggregating recall data for fast-stimulus/Black target
subjects scoring in the upper third on Prejudicial Expectation (PE).  The same can be done aggregating
data for subjects in the lowest third.  A visual comparison should suggest whether or not high PE
scorers form an unfavorable impression of a Black target sooner than low PE scorers (see Hypothesis
2).  In other words, such a visual comparison illustrates to what degree high PE scorers process favor-
able versus unfavorable sentences differently (as compared to low PE scorers).  A similar exercise for
the White target subjects was used to increase the confidence with which we can attribute observed
effects to racial prejudice.

A visual comparison of these plots also suggested the points in the sequential presentation of
sentences where even low PE scorers were finally starting to form a negative impression of the Black
target.  Purely for purposes of illustration in our original proposal, we’ve speculated this might occur
halfway through the sentence list presentation (as it did in Srull, et al, 1985, for subjects without a prior
induced expectancy).  In actuality, we used our visual comparison to define the bounds for the DV
shown on the vertical axis in Figure 9.  In the context of this study, our DV is labeled Early Block
Congruency Recall Advantage (Early Block CRA).  These same sentence-block boundaries were
applied in delimiting our other DV (Early Block SQE) — the ratio of average time intervals defined
above.  Since time intervals, by definition, involve two recollections — we counted all pairs of recollec-
tions involving at least one sentence from the appropriate sentence blocks.  Our visual comparisons
suggested that the appropriate sentence blocks were the first three.  In other words, Early Block CRA
and Early Block SQE were calculated as described above, but using only recalls based on stimulus
sentences seen by our subjects in their first three blocks.  This is because our Srull charts suggested all
subjects had formed an impression by this point in the stimulus set.

Once so defined, these DVs were analyzed via tests of a post-ANCOVA attribute-treatment
interaction (ATI).  The candidate covariate was nCog (since it has a moderate negative correlation with
racial prejudice and it logically predicts enhanced recall of inconsistencies as demonstrated by Srull, et
al, 1985, Experiment 2).  The attribute, of course, was Prejudicial Expectation as measured in our
survey.

ANCOVA.  Both of our individual-level dependent variables (Early Block SQE and
Early Block CRA) were thought to be directly affected by the number or abundance of direct inter-item
links within person-memory schemata.  This, it turn, has been demonstrated to be logically affected by
nCog levels in the participating subjects.  Since we are looking at the effects of racial prejudice on
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information processing (beyond its likely connection to nCog), we measured nCog in our subjects and
evaluated the need to control for it as a covariate.  Our application of nCog as a covariate assumed that
under all of our conditions, high nCog subjects were more likely (than low nCog subjects) to engage in
critical/comparative/integrative thinking.  Further, it assumed that this information processing style
resulted in increased inter-item links among the inconsistencies in memory, giving these items a recall
advantage that might cloud the action of racial prejudice (i.e., our intent was to use nCog via ANCOVA
in an experimental design in order to increase the sensitivity of our tests).  Of course, the ANCOVA
procedure we applied provided a rudimental check of this assumption.

The regression procedure in SPSS was applied to the above-described data — using coded
vectors for identification of treatment levels or conditions.  We evaluated the degree to which nCog has
a similar predictive relationship with our recall DVs under all treatment conditions.  In other words, we
evaluated the significance of the change in R2 associated with adding the series of  [treatment-reflecting
coded-vector] X [nCog]  product terms.  Such use of the covariate nCog requires that it behave simi-
larly in compared cells (i.e., ANCOVA assumes parallel slopes across cells when removing unwanted
variance associated with a contaminating covariate like nCog).  This assumption would be supported by
a lack of significant change in R2 allowing use of a common regression coefficient (actually two: one per
DV) to predict DV outcomes for each subject within each cell (recall that we used each subject only
once — so each change in treatment combinations likewise entails a change to another group or cell of
subjects).  Such use of a covariate also assumes its contribution is statistically significant (usually demon-
strated by a t-test of the common regression coefficient in a regression model with the appropriate
coded-vectors but deleting the interaction terms).  Scatterplots of the data and of the residuals were
inspected to verify that linearity assumptions were reasonably valid.

ATI.  The data (or where nCog is significant and usable, the residuals of prediction
surviving this ANCOVA step) were then analyzed via a traditional attribute-by-treatment interaction
(ATI) design — again via SPSS regression procedures (the sequence of models tested is very similar).
Within the Black target condition, we expected a significant interaction between our attribute (PE) and
our recall-related DVs.  The general nature of this interaction was presented in Figures 8 and 9.  Again,
scatterplots were inspected to assess linearity and the change in R-squared.  This time, we expected to
find ample justification for separate regression coefficients to describe the relations between prejudicial
expectation and recall behavior (within the various treatment combinations).

Of course, we expected to find that a race-based prejudicial expectation would lack significant
predictive power in the treatment cell using a White target.  Given the moderate preponderance of
derisive information conveyed about the target (regardless of race), all subjects were expected to
eventually form a negative overall impression.   So we visually analyzed the expectancy-emergence
charts (from the White target data) to verify the actions of an overall evaluative concept node.   We
hoped to find the same sequential (block by block) pattern found in Srull, et al, (1985) and illustrated in
our Figure 6.


